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Internet Technology for Broadcast Services

International cooperation in the field of research has become ever more important. NHK 
STRL has introduced various studies and achievements at international conferences while 
promoting joint research by sending our staff to universities, research institutions, and 
corporate labs abroad. We promote research into next-generation broadcast technology 
through the Broadcast Technology Future (BTF) group, a group of broadcasting research 
organizations that includes the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). Furthermore, we play 
a major role in the ABU (Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union), welcoming many researchers from 
fellow member broadcasters.  We also cooperate with the worldwide deployment of the 
Japanese standard ISDB-T for digital terrestrial television broadcasting. As of January 2018, 
it has been adopted in 19 countries, including Japan and Latin American countries.

International Cooperation

International Standardization

Aside from the Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB) and other organizations in Japan, NHK STRL has also been contributing to 
international standardization initiatives, including the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Society of Motion Picture and Television 
Engineers (SMPTE), and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). For example, the Japanese standards ISDB-T for digital terrestrial television 
broadcasting, ISDB-S for digital satellite television broadcasting, and HDTV program production standards are being recommended by the ITU 
Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R). For  8K Super Hi-Vision, we have also gained recommendations for a wide color gamut, high frame rate, high 
dynamic range video system, in addition to a 22.2 multichannel sound system and the ISDB-S3 satellite broadcasting transmission system, among 
others. We will continue to work steadily toward the implementation and international adoption of 8K broadcasting.

Looking beyond the upcoming 8K broadcasting, we are continuing our research on three-dimensional (3D) television 
without the need for special glasses. Our R&D includes improving 3D capturing and display technologies for an integral 
3D system as well as developing new devices to enable 3D presentation using holographic images.

Contributing to Society

Many of the achievements by NHK STRL are 
open to the public. We welcome anyone 
taking advantage of our patented technologies 
and other expertise. To date, the fruits of our 
R&D have been widely used in areas of society 
other than broadcasting-related fields. They 
have been applied in medical imaging, 
architecture and other industrial fields, and 
have also been used in education and 
museums.

Integral 3D Television

We are developing an integral 3D system using microlens arrays to display 
images from various viewpoint. It can capture images in real -time and display 
a more natural 3D presentation that viewers can see from any angle not only 
horizontally but also vertically without special glasses. Compared with 
two-dimensional television, an integral 3D system requires far more data and 
information in order to represent depth, and we are trying to increase the pixel 
count of the capturing and display devices and also working on coding and 
evaluation technology.

Electro-Holography

We are exploring the possibility of an electro-holographic display device as a 
candidate for the future 3D television. Displaying 3D images with a wider 
viewing zone requires submicron spatial light modulators (SLMs). Our current 
focus is to develop a spin transfer SLM with a pixel pitch of less than 1µm.

Integral 3D image using 13.3-inch 8K OLED display

Full-featured 8K Super Hi-Vision

8K Super Hi-Vision (8K) is a television system that creates an immersive sense of presence and reality or an ultrarealistic sense 
of seeing actual objects. The system boasts 33-megapixel (7680 x 4320 pixels) ultrahigh-definition images and 22.2 
multichannel sound. We are working on the research and development of cameras, production equipment, transmission 
devices, displays, and recording devices to achieve a full-featured 8K system.

Full-Featured 8K

Our research and development aims at realizing a full-featured 
8K Super Hi-Vision system displaying images with a high 
resolution of 8K, a high frame rate (HFR) of 120Hz, a wide 
color gamut (WCG), and a high dynamic range (HDR) with 
22.2 multichannel sound.

Compression and Coding Technologies

We are studying video coding technologies to efficiently 
deliver 8K signals to our audience. These include 
high-compression methods using HEVC (High Efficiency Video 
Coding), and a novel coding system named reconstructive 
video coding that uses super-resolution techniques.

Transmission Technologies

We are working on new technologies to deliver Super Hi-Vision service 
to the home over digital terrestrial television broadcasting. Our aim is to 
create a terrestrial broadcasting system that combines efficient next 
generation video coding and transmission technologies to deliver much 
larger amounts of data than the current system.

Display Technologies

We are developing large, sheet-type OLED (organic light-emitting diode) 
displays that can handle full-featured 8K images. We are also promoting 
research into developing flexible displays that can be rolled up for 
portability.

Recording and Storage Technologies

We are looking into utilizing high-density holographic memory for the 
long-term archiving of 8K video. We have developed a holographic 
memory drive with improved data reproduction quality that can playout 
video from compressed 8K signals recorded on holographic disks.

Flexible OLED display

We are developing speech recognition technology to quickly 
and accurately transcribe comments in collected program 
footage. This technology supports rapid program production in 
tasks such as creating broadcast manuscripts and editing video 
footage based on the content.

We are developing techniques to analyze social media and 
online information in real time and to automatically extract useful 
information. The technology also makes it possible to identify 
information with high news value, and automatically generate 
news articles from river information.

Transcription system 
using speech recognition

Social media analysis technology

Automatic Sign-Language CG system Audio description generation technology

Social media analysis 
system

We collect a vast amount of diversified information and engage in R&D on topics such as video analysis, speech 
recognition, and social media analysis, in order to achieve efficient program production.

Transcription system

We are working on technology to automatically generate video 
summaries of programs to assist in the production of digest 
videos. We comprehensively analyze elements such as social 
media responses, characters, and camera movement, in order 
to pick out important scenes and generate video summaries.

Program summarizing technology

Video summary system

The internet is adding a whole new dimension to our lives with new services and possibilities. We are working on 
technologies to bring broadcasting and the internet together, creating new television experiences that are even more relevant 
and enriching to our everyday lives.

Hybridcast and content-matching technology

Media Integration Technology

Smartphones have made it much easier to watch video while on the 
move. We are working on technologies to provide easy access to 
over-the-air, live-streaming, or VOD (video on demand) content 
regardless of the device one is using or the location. By integrating 
various services, we aim to automatically select the optimal medium to 
deliver programs.

We are widening the coordination between broadcasting and internet 
through Hybridcast, and developing content-matching technology that 
links our program information and various services in the daily lives of 
viewers. By presenting sightseeing spots that were previously seen on TV 
while driving, for example, program topics can help lead to viewer 
awareness and actions in various daily life situations.

Home Companion Robot

We are conducting research on home companion robots that enables 
people to enjoy watching TV at home. We are developing technologies 
that will equip the robot with functions to recognize TV program content 
and sense its surrounding environment, and then to autonomously speak 
out and make gestures to the viewer.

Intelligent Program Production

Collaboration between broadcasting and car services

Holographic memory 
drive for archiving

We are working on various technologies to deliver information to every member of society. These include closed-captions 
and sign language for the hearing impaired as well as audio guides and tactile devices for the visually impaired.

Universal Service

Sign-language CG 
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Audio description 
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8K Super Hi-Vision (UHD)

Smart Production 3D Television
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We are conducting R&D on a technology to automatically 
generate sign-language computer graphic (CG) animations to 
broaden the range of broadcast services available to people with 
the hearing impaired. We launched a sign-language CG 
evaluation site that streams weather information videos for the 
seven prefectures in the Kanto region.

To enable visually-impaired people to fully enjoy our broadcast 
services, we are engaged in R&D on audio descriptions. It is a 
commentary broadcast service that automatically supplements 
information that cannot be conveyed without watching the TV 
screen, using synthesized speech.
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